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About This Game

PLAY AT YOUR OWN RISK
At the end of the 1800s the government declared a global ban on this legendary card game due to an increase in bar fights,

divorces, and family feuds. It was political correctness gone mad.

Awkward is the ultimate test on finding out how well friends, couples, and family know each other. Players are asked to answer
increasingly uncomfortable questions in secret, while their companions try to guess the outcome.

HEATED CLASSICS! Pineapple on pizza, yay or nay?
RELATIONSHIP CHOICES! What part of your partner do you prefer, body or face?

HORRIBLE DILEMMAS! If you could only save the life of one, would you choose a 1-year-old or an 18-year-old?

Whether you deduce correctly or incorrectly, games of Awkward help players see each other in a brand new light. And your
opinion counts: each Awkward question will let you compare your vote to the rest of the world. Banned for over 120-years,

Awkward is back, and you can now enjoy this controversial adult card game as a videogame.

QUALITY GAMEPLAY
Featuring the original banned questions, as well as all new content written by Danny Gallagher (Quiplash, Fibbage 2) and Joanna

Haslam (Buzz! Quiz World, It's Quiz Time). One to six players can join in, with a huge selection of game modes on offer. Play
cooperatively, as teams, competitively, or solo players can play alone to guess how the rest of the world fared with Awkward's

controversial questions.
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DESIGNED FOR STREAMING
Awkward features innovative streaming technology which lets up to 500,000 concurrent viewers play along in your broadcast on
Twitch, YouTube, or Mixer. Thanks to the unique 'Live Show' technology, viewers can participate in the chat, without needing a
mobile companion app or having to visit a special website. Your viewers have to guess what you think, and compete to get their

names on the top of the leaderboard!

Awkward is the ultimate party game featuring over 5,000 fiendish questions. Do you dare to find out how well you really know
each other?
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Title: Awkward
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Snap Finger Click
Publisher:
Snap Finger Click
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2 Ghz Dual Core or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated with 128mb of VRAM

Storage: 410 MB available space

English
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Great writing.
+Good music.
+Weird art.
++It's free!
-- You will get stuck.
It's a generic/classic point and click that has some charm.. I love it! :) Just add some new features (buildings, events, enemies,
etc.) and it will be perfect!. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. lt;del>而便宜</del>的弹幕游戏
希望早点出OST呀. Runespell: Overture was fun. It reminds me a lot of PuzzleQuest, except matching blocks was replaced with
competitive solitaire. Build those those trips, quads, and boats to attack the enemy. There's also spells and other typical RPG
trappings. Good stuff. It's the first chapter of a larger story. It wasn't that long and the game abruptly ends.. This isn't a game.
It is a cinematic tour through nightmare land :D

Even with sightseeing and a high dying rate still easily finishable in an hour. And WHAT an hour. Beautiful and haunting!
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Starts as a relaxing puzzler and quickly ramps up into a legit pure tactics game.. workshop W H E N. Great game.. boring they
need to add in where you can change clubs and national team. ig get sack ect. I acutally do think this is a good game, but It's just
not for me.
I am a shoot 'em up fan but the game had many issues on me.

First of all it crashed when I tried fullscreen.
Then with the second start I just tried to play in that small window. the game was incredibly fast and I thought.. what the hell is
happening?
I restarted the game again and tried fullscreen again. Started to play and everything was much slower (now at the speed it was
supposed to be)
When I accidently hit windows button the game crashed again.

That took all the excitement from me and I refunded.

Also the bosses are somehow way too easy, I love big boss fights but these are just "meh". The map is so much better, thank
goodness.

However, they added some unnecessary complexity. Runes to modify how a level plays out are now farmed and consumed,
reaking of something done for F2P games. Items and Item Transmuting was added, and while the items are neat, they are a mess
to put something coherent together with. Transmuting is nearly a complete waste as you don't really increase the quality of the
item by destroying 3 other items.

I'm not far enough into it to rule on too much else. Level design is more complex and there are a ton more enemies with new
abilities. All of that looks good.

I cannot help but think they put too much into developing this for tablets and app stores though. A few changes would make this
game as amazing as the first, but seeing as they are intrinsic to the "improvements" upon the first, I don't see any of that
happening.

I'd rate this a 3/5 so far. Definitely fun, but if you're looking for something more like the original, you're going to be at least a
bit disappointed.. A short yet fun experience. More of an animated VR movie than anything like a game, though.. Very fun
series. Still to short though. Can not wait for the next one. 11\/10.. I think i might love this game. If it ♥♥♥♥ing had people
on.. A 'short' simple game for old and young to train his concentration and perception.

I had fun
10\/10
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